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Abstract—Green radios jointly consider the spectrum efficiency
and the energy efficiency in wireless networks in order to provide
sustainable development. In the past two decades, various green
radio solutions for different types of terminals and radio access
networks have been developed, some of which have been used
in the designs of wireless products. In this paper, we provide a
historical view on some fundamental works and practical issues.
In addition to providing a comprehensive overview on theoretical
achievements, we also discuss several important power saving
solutions with notable engineering impacts, such as Doherty
power amplifier and separated baseband unit - remote radio unit
architecture, which might be overlooked in previous publications.
Moreover, with the huge growth of wireless traffic in the
near future, green radio design for future wireless networks
shall involve an end-to-end energy efficiency investigation of
mobile terminals, radio access and core networks, and different
applications. By introducing green radio schemes for advanced
terminals and future wireless networks, this article will not only
be beneficial for readers with only preliminary background in
communications and signal processing but also have reference
and historical values for researchers and practical engineers in
the area.
Index Terms—Green Radios, Energy Efficiency, Fundamental
Tradeoffs, Internet-of-Things, Energy Harvesting
I. INTRODUCTION
Information transmission is always associated with energy
consumption. According to Shannon’s theory, the maximum
achievable transmission rate, also known as channel capacity,
scales with the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) loga-
rithmically. Traditionally, communication system design fo-
cuses on increasing the spectrum efficiency (SE), i.e., channel
capacity per unit bandwidth, with a limited power budget.
Towards this goal, various transmission technologies, in-
cluding orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing (OFDM),
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), as well as hetero-
geneous networks, have been proposed to compensate the
potential channel fading effects and improve SE.
Green radio jointly considers SE and power consumption
to deliver energy efficient wireless communications, where the
suggested green metric, e.g., energy efficiency (EE), is defined
as the ratio of the total amount of data delivered and the total
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energy consumed1. From the definition of EE, green radio can
be realized using traditional SE maximization approach under
fixed power dissipation [3] or directly minimizing the power
consumption while preserving the target transmission rate [4].
Even if these two approaches do not directly optimize the
EE, they were commonly used in the first of the two decades
we are considering to design power limited terminals, such
as mobile handsets [5], sensor nodes [6], or even relay nodes
[7], and the main efforts focus on maximizing the sleep time
through joint design of the hardware [3], the physical (PHY)
layer [8], the medium access (MAC) layer [9] as well as all
other higher layers [10].
In the second decade after the green radio was proposed,
the research focus has moved to the EE study of the radio
access network (RAN) side [1], [2], which aims to jointly
reduce the power consumption and at the same time improve
SE, that is, to maximize the EE of wireless networks. In
theory, the fundamental tradeoff relation between SE and
EE has been discovered in [1] to show that SE and EE
cannot be improved simultaneously if the practical circuit
power consumption is considered. Similar conclusions can be
applied to deployment efficiency (DE) versus EE, delay versus
power, and bandwidth versus power as shown in [2]. Guided
by this green radio tradeoff framework, the energy efficient
schemes for RANs concentrate on exploiting different network
operation configurations [11] rather than directly turning into
sleep mode, as frequently adopted in power limited terminals.
In addition, some breakthroughs in engineering, e.g., Doherty
architecture for power amplifiers (PA) [12], and separated
baseband unit (BBU) and radio remote unit (RRU) architecture
[13], greatly contribute to the development of the green access
networks.
Nowadays, due to the huge growth of wireless traffic and the
corresponding energy consumption explosion, operating wire-
less communication networks without green radio technologies
is no longer sustainable, which triggers EE to be selected
as one of the basic system performance measures for the
Fifth Generation (5G) wireless communication networks [14].
Different from the past 20 years, green radio design for 5G
wireless networks involves end-to-end energy efficient mobile
terminals, access, core networks, and different applications.
Some design challenges are listed as follows.
• First, the major application scenarios defined by 5G net-
works [15] include enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB),
ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC),
and massive machine type communication (mMTC),
1The total amount of data delivered over the total energy consumed is
equivalent to the total transmission rate over the total consumed power when
the transmission period is fixed. Therefore, spectrum efficiency (normalized
total transmission rate) over power is also widely used, such as [1], [2].
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2which requires a new definition of green radio to handle
massive connectivity, latency, and reliability.
• Second, since 5G networks extend the traditional
people-to-people communication to people-to-machine
and machine-to-machine communications, new types of
mobile terminals, e.g. vehicles [16]–[18] or renewable
energy empowered devices [19], shall be supported and
the corresponding energy efficient solutions need to be
explored.
• Last but not least, with massively deployed network
nodes, such as massive MIMO [20] and ultra dense
networks (UDN) [21], the information exchange among
massive network nodes is no longer negligible and incurs
new design challenges for energy efficient schemes. It can
be expected that with more than 50 billion mobile termi-
nals supported and billions of network nodes deployed in
the near future, green radio will play a more critical role
in wireless system design and deployment of the future.
In this paper, we provide a historical view on some funda-
mental issues and important practical issues that contribute to
the current green radio design of long term evolution (LTE)
and 5G communication systems rather than just providing an
overview of the theoretical progress and specific technologies
in green radio [22]–[24]. Specifically, in addition to providing
a comprehensive study of theoretical achievements, such as
fundamental tradeoffs [1], [2] or energy efficient scheduling
schemes [25], [26], we also discuss several power saving
solutions with notable engineering impacts, including but not
limited to discontinuous transmission [5] and reception [27],
Doherty PA [12], and separated BBU-RRU architecture [13],
which might be overlooked in many past survey or tutorial
papers. By jointly elaborating the progresses of the green
radio in its first 20 years and forecasting some open issues,
this article will not only be beneficial for the readers with
only preliminary background in communications and signal
processing, but also have reference and historical values for
researchers and practical engineers in the area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the fundamental theory and briefly discuss the
milestones in the history of green radios. In Section III, we
present green radio solutions for battery-powered terminals to
prolong standby time. In Section IV, we focus on the green
radio schemes for access networks to reduce the energy con-
sumption and maintain a sustainable operation cost. Section V
and Section VI provide a comprehensive overview of green
radio technologies for future massive wireless terminals and
networks, respectively. Final remarks are given in Section VII.
A list of abbreviations and acronyms used in this paper are
provided in Table I.
II. OVERVIEW OF GREEN RADIOS
Green radios involve lots of parameters and metrics in
wireless networks, widely spread in the network operation
and maintenance. Although there are many tradeoffs among
them, four fundamental tradeoffs have been identified in [2],
which systematically characterize the most critical relations in
the green aspect. The SE-EE tradeoff is the most popular one
Figure 1. The SE-EE tradeoff curves under different circuit powers [28].
among them, which balances the system achievable throughput
and the corresponding energy consumption. The mathematical
expression for the SE-EE tradeoff under the additive white
Gaussian noise environment is given by [22],
ηEE(ηSE) =
ηSE
(2ηSE − 1)N0 + Pc , (1)
where N0 denotes the additive noise power density, Pc denotes
the circuit power consumption, and ηSE , ηEE denote the sys-
tem SE and EE, respectively. Figure 1 shows ηEE versus ηSE
for different circuit powers. From equation (1) and Figure 1,
we can draw the following conclusions.
• In the ideal case, Pc = 0, without the consideration of
the circuit power, EE decreases monotonically with SE
and they cannot be optimized simultaneously.
• In the practical case, Pc > 0, considering the circuit
power, the SE-EE tradeoff behaves like a bell shape [28]
and the optimal point to operate the wireless network with
the maximum EE exists. Meanwhile, the SE-EE tradeoff
region will be enlarged with the reduced circuit power
(e.g. smaller Pc).
Based on the above understanding, green radios to achieve
better EE for the given throughput requirement can be classi-
fied into the following two categories, where the system SE,
ηSE , the circuit power, Pc, and other important factors to affect
EE are jointly considered.
• Moving Towards the Maximum EE Point. The most com-
mon approach to move towards the maximum EE point
is through energy efficient scheduling [25]. Rather than
to operate the system at the maximum SE point as in the
traditional case, the energy efficient scheduling schemes
adjust spatial [11], time and frequency [29], as well as
power resources [26] to achieve a better EE result.
• Enlarging the SE-EE Tradeoff Region. One straightfor-
ward solution to enlarge the SE-EE tradeoff region is to
reduce the circuit power, Pc, as mentioned before, which
covers a wide range of engineering efforts, including
the discontinuous operating of circuits [5], [27] and the
highly efficient PA architecture [12]. Another way is via
3Table I
SUMMARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS USED IN THIS PAPER.
Abbr./Acron. Definition Abbr./Acron. Definition
3GPP the third generation partnership project MEC mobile edge computing
5G the fifth generation MBSFN multicast broadcast single frequency network
ABS almost blank subframe MIMO multiple-input-multiple-output
ADC analog-to-digital converter mMTC massive machine type communications
BB baseband mmWave millimeter wave
BBU baseband unit NB-IoT narrow band IoT
BS base station NET network
CoMP coordinated multi-point NFV network function virtualization
CPRI common public radio interface OFDM orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing
C-RAN cloud RAN PA power amplifier
D2D device-to-device PAPR peak-to-average power ratio
DE deployment efficiency PHY physical
DPD digital pre-distortion QoS quality of services
DRX discontinuous reception RAN radio access network
DTX discontinuous transmission RF radio frequency
EE energy efficiency RFID radio frequency identification
eICIC enhanced inter-cell interference coordination RRU remote radio unit
eMBB enhanced mobile broadband RS reference signal
GSM global system for mobile communications SDN software defined network
IIoT Industrial IoT SE spectrum efficiency
IoT Internet of Things SNR signal-to-noise ratio
LTE long time evolution UDN ultra dense networks
LTE-U LTE unlicensed UMTS universal mobile telecommunications systems
LPWA low power wide area URLLC ultra-reliable and low-latency communications
MBSFN multicast broadcast single frequency network V2V vehicle-to-vehicle
cooperations. Typical solutions include using UDN [21]
and device-to-device (D2D) communications [30]–[32]
to shorten the equivalent communication distances and
applying collaborative transmission [8] to improve the
equivalent SNR.
The above methodology can be applied to other tradeoffs
as well, such as the DE-EE tradeoff. For example, the energy
harvesting technologies have been recognized as sustainable
solutions for wireless networks by exploring new types of en-
ergy, such as renewable resources or RF signals [23]. Although
the overall SE-EE tradeoff is not affected, the corresponding
energy costs will be reduced and the DE-EE tradeoff can
be enlarged. This is because part of the total energy can be
supported by renewable sources.
There has been tremendous achievement in green radios in
the past 20 years. In Table II, we summarize the milestones
of green radios during the first 20 years. In addition to
that, part of research efforts have also been contributed to
the backbone infrastructure, also known as core networks of
wireless communications, including network routers, optical
cross-connect, and transponders. Typical green solutions for
them include the energy efficient core network architecture
design [33], efficient routing and packet forwarding protocol
design [34], and selectively turning off idle elements [35].
Since the major energy consumption of “radios” is in the
access network and terminal sides, we refer interested readers
to reference [36] for more information on the energy efficient
design for core networks.
III. TRADITIONAL TERMINALS
As we have mentioned before, the main focus of green
radios before 2008 is on the terminal side since the battery
limitation is a critical consideration for designing traditional
terminals, such as mobile handsets and sensor nodes, at that
time.
Traditional terminals consist of most blocks including du-
plexers, mixers, filters, and other auxiliary components, each
with certain power consumption. Since most of the above
components are tightly coupled with each other, the main
approach to save energy is to turn off the whole transmitting
or receiving chains and enter the terminal to the sleep mode
for as long as possible. Depending on the types of terminals,
green radios can be mainly categorized into two classes,
namely centralized-controlled and self-organized. Since the
4Table II
LIST OF MILESTONES FOR GREEN RADIOS DURING THE FIRST 20 YEARS.
Year Contributions Reference
2000 Discontinuous transmission for GSM has been proposed and analyzed. [4]
2002 EE has been defined. [10]
2004 EE of MIMO and cooperative MIMO has been analyzed. [8]
2005 Energy efficient link adaptations have been proposed. [3]
2010 The SE-EE tradeoff has been discovered. [1]
2011 Four fundamental tradeoffs for green radios have been discovered. [2]
2013 D2D communications have been used for green radios. [31]
2014 Energy efficient massive MIMO schemes have been proposed. [37]
2015 Energy harvesting for IoT has been proposed. [38]
2017 Energy efficient vehicular communications have been proposed. [16]
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Figure 2. An illustrative example of discontinuous reception (DRX) scheme for mobile handsets. In this example, the threshold for the inactivity timer is
Tth, the duration of DRX cycle is TDRX , and the durations of busy, inactive, and sleep periods are labeled with Tbusy , Tin, and Tsleep, respectively.
centralized-controlled design needs to follow strict regulations
by the standards, self-organized approaches have more flexi-
bility in EE improvement.
A. Mobile Handsets
Green radios for mobile handsets can be classified as the
centralized-controlled solution, where every mobile handset
needs to exactly follow the procedures defined by the standard,
such as global system for mobile communications (GSM)
or the third generation partnership project (3GPP) universal
mobile telecommunications systems (UMTS). According to
the standard specifications, base stations (BSs) shall broadcast
important system information periodically and the terminals
are required to receive this message and update their local
databases correspondingly. Therefore, green radio approaches
for mobile handsets have to sleep and wake up periodically,
which is known as discontinuous reception (DRX), and the
corresponding period is often called the DRX cycle.
As shown in Figure 2, the mobile handsets will listen to the
wireless medium in the inactivity period and start the timer
after the existing packet transmission is finished. If a new
packet arrives before the timer expires, mobile handsets will
turn into the busy period for packet receiving and reset the
timer afterwards. Otherwise, mobile handsets will enter the
sleep period and the receiving chains will be switched off.
According to the 3GPP specifications [39], the sleep period
contains at least one DRX cycle and the mobile handsets
will wake up to check the status by listening to the paging
information2 at the end of each DRX cycle. The sleep period
will continue if there is no package arrival.
DRX scheme is quite efficient from the engineering point of
view. The corresponding analysis on the power saving gain and
the potential effects on quality of services (QoS) can be found
in [27] and [40]. The analytical relations among the design
parameters (e.g., the inactivity timer threshold and the duration
of the DRX cycle), the effects on QoS (e.g., the expected
queue length and the expected packet waiting time), and the
power saving factor have been provided in [27]. A similar
framework can be also applied to IEEE 802.16e systems as
well for quantitative energy saving analysis [40].
B. Sensor Nodes
Wireless sensor networks are equipped with a self-organized
protocol and the system information update for sensor nodes is
basically event-driven rather than periodic. Therefore, sensor
2The paging information is usually contained in the paging channel for
GSM and UMTS systems.
5nodes apply a different design philosophy from other wireless
terminals and deliver sensing reports more efficiently by
optimizing the transmission strategies in different layers, in
order to prolong the potential sleeping period.
In the PHY layer, the straightforward way to deliver green
radio is to design efficient transmission schemes, such as
modulation and coding, under certain energy constraints. As
shown in [3], if we consider both the transmission energy and
the circuit energy consumption, nearly 80% of the total energy
consumption can be saved by utilizing adaptive modulation
and coding schemes. Collaborative MIMO transmission has
been proposed in [8] as another possible PHY layer solution to
improve EE. By sharing sensing reports among different sen-
sors, a simple collaborative multi-sensor transmission strategy
using the Alamouti scheme [41] can easily beat traditional
single sensor approach when the transmission distance is
greater than a threshold. If adaptive modulation schemes
can be deployed, the threshold can be further reduced from
62m/75m to 3.8m/1.6m for antenna configurations 2 × 1
and 2× 2, respectively [8].
In the MAC layer, the fundamental task is to avoid potential
collisions in the multi-sensor environment. Since periodic
system information broadcasting used in a centralized manner
is usually unavailable in sensor networks and time division
or frequency division based multiple access schemes are not
supported in general, a contention based protocol, such as in
IEEE 802.11, must be used and incurs significant energy waste
due to the unorganized behaviors including carrier sensing,
overhearing, and collision. To address this issue, coordinated
adaptive sleeping [9] has been proposed, where sensor nodes
are required to enter the sleep mode periodically and the duty
cycle (similar to the DRX cycle concept for mobile hand-
sets) information is shared among the neighboring sensors.
Through this approach, a group of nearby sensors shall sleep
according to the same duty cycle in order to mitigate the
potential collisions. In addition, if the neighboring sensors
need to communicate with each other, wake-up duration in the
duty cycle can be utilized, which prevents additional energy
consumption in the contention process.
In the network (NET) layer, in order to reduce the power
consumption of sensor networks, efficient routing protocols,
such as data-centric routing and clustering-based routing, are
commonly used. Although the power consumption overhead
associated with data-centric routing discovery and cluster in-
formation processing is usually significant, a dynamic cluster-
ing protocol with centralized control and randomized rotation
of cluster head proposed in [42] provides energy efficient
information exchange among different sensor nodes. Without
centralized control, energy efficient routing schemes can also
be implemented in a distributed manner. By jointly considering
direct transmission and cooperative transmission, the resultant
distributed cooperative routing scheme in [43] is able to
achieve more than 50% power saving compared with the
traditional shortest path routing algorithms.
Besides the above solutions, the green radio schemes can
exploit specific features in some typical application scenarios.
For example, in [44], the spatial and temporal correlations
among sensing results are exploited to save energy. In [45],
energy efficient distributed adaptive sensing utilizes the con-
tinuous trajectory property in the target tracking case. In Ta-
ble III, we summarize the green radio schemes for traditional
terminals.
IV. RADIO ACCESS NETWORKS
Due to the divergent trends between the network operation
revenue and the operational expenditure, green radios have
switched the focus from terminal side to RAN side after 2008.
The corresponding power consumption at the BSs3, as shown
in Figure 3, is proportional to the number of transceiver chains,
Ntx, and the total power consumption, Pt, can be expressed
as [46],
Pt = Ntx ·
Po
ηPA(1−σfeed) + PRF + PBB
(1− σDC) (1− σMS) (1− σcool) , (2)
where σfeed, σDC , σMS , and σcool denote the coupling losses
from the feeders, the DC-DC converter, the main supply, and
the cooling systems, respectively, Po represents the average
transmit power for each transceiver link, PRF and RBB are the
power consumptions of the baseband (BB) and radio frequency
(RF) processing, respectively. To simplify green radio analysis
for RANs, the following linear approximation is often applied
to the above model,
Pt =
{
Ntx · (Psta + ∆pP0) , 0 < Po ≤ Pmax,
Ntx · Psleep, Po = 0, (3)
where Psta and Psleep denote the power consumption in the idle
and sleep mode respectively. ∆p is the associated linear coeffi-
cient and Pmax is the maximum transmit power per each link.
Different from the traditional terminals, the dynamic range
of power consumptions for RANs is no longer negligible.
With different types of BSs in the practical deployment, the
corresponding parameters are summarized in Table IV.
Green radios for RANs, therefore, focus on directly min-
imizing the parameters in the power model in (2) through
spatial, time, and frequency domain strategies. Besides the
above techniques, several engineering considerations for power
saving will be also discussed in this section, including improv-
ing the PA efficiency and reducing the coupling losses, such
as the feeder loss.
A. Spatial Domain Strategy
One of the most common approaches to realize the spatial
domain strategy for green RAN is to reduce the equivalent
number of transceiver chains, Ntx, by configuring part of
them into non-active status. For example, the energy efficient
resource allocation scheme for the general MIMO systems in
[11] dynamically turns off transceiver chains in the low traffic
region, which can be optimized by scaling the number of the
active RF chains with the required SE. Since the supported
number of spatial streams in the wireless fading environment is
in general limited, especially in the massive MIMO scenarios,
a better solution is to adopt the hybrid precoding structure
3Since the number of BSs is much larger than other equipments in the radio
access networks, the green radios for radio access networks mainly focus on
the energy saving schemes for BSs.
6Table III
SUMMARY OF GREEN RADIOS FOR TRADITIONAL TERMINALS.
Green Radio Schemes Description Reference
DRX periodically enter the sleep mode when DRX is activated [39]
Efficient Transmission energy constrained adaptive modulation, coding, and collaborative transmission [3], [8]
Collision Avoidance coordinated adaptive sleeping and transmission [9]
Efficient Routing dynamic clustering based routing and distributed cooperative routing [42], [43]
Feature Exploiting exploit the correlated sensing results and the continuous trajectory property [44], [45]
Table IV
POWER MODEL PARAMETERS FOR DIFFERENT BS TYPES [46].
BS Type Ntx Pmax (w) Psta (w) ∆p Psleep (w)
Macro Cell 6 20 130.0 4.7 75.0
Radio Remote Head 6 20 84.0 2.8 56.0
Micro Cell 2 6.3 56.0 2.6 39.0
Pico Cell 2 0.13 6.8 4.0 4.3
Femto Cell 2 0.05 4.8 8.0 2.9
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Figure 3. The abstracted power model for radio access networks, including the
coupling losses from the feeders, the DC-DC converter, the main supply, and
the cooling systems. Different from the power model of traditional terminals,
a constant value of PRF is assumed for RF processing (except for PA), since
the power consumption variations of RF components are relatively small, if
compared with PA part.
with a limited number of RF processing chains [47], [48].
As proposed in [49], with a high-dimensional phase-only RF
precoder and a low-dimensional BB precoder, the minimum
average data rate of users as well as the minimum per-user
EE can be maximized. Furthermore, with sufficiently large
degree of freedom provided by massive MIMO systems, the
hardware impairments with a limited number of RF chains
will no longer be an issue any more, which allows to use
inexpensive and energy efficient antenna components in the
practical deployment [37]. It is worth to note that the cell
coverage is not an issue any more with MIMO techniques since
it is guaranteed by the primary antenna with the maximum
transmit power in the practical deployment.
Heterogeneous networks aim to boost capacity by reducing
the network size, which have been identified as the simplest
and most effective way for EE improvement [50]. Although
similar ideas to turn off some active cells in the low traffic
region can be utilized for EE improvement, the most challeng-
ing issue is how to guarantee the full network coverage after
cell switch-off. Initially, small cells are within the coverage
of always-on macro cells for the hierarchical cell structure
[29], and an additional procedure is to migrate the associ-
ated user terminals to macro cells through cell reselection
before turning off small cells. Afterwards, coordinate cell
zooming technique has been proposed in [51] to compensate
the potential coverage holes due to cell sleeping, where the
transmit power and antenna tilts from neighboring cells can be
adjusted and coordinate multi-point (CoMP) transmission can
be applied. A more comprehensive study of the cell switch-
off is provided in [52], where the locations and the load
balancing effects of BSs are jointly considered. By taking
the amount of offloaded traffic for neighbouring cells into
account, the proposed solution turns off BSs one by one in
order to minimize the negative effects of wireless networks
and achieves 50-80% power savings under a real traffic profile.
In [53], the corresponding analytical framework for network
EE is provided. From [53], heterogeneous networks generally
lead to higher EE and the improvement saturates only if the
density of small cells tends to infinity.
B. Time Domain Strategy
In addition to minimizing the number of active transceiver
chains, another possible solution to control the BS power
consumption is to extend the durations of sleep modes as
indicated by the simplified power model in (3). Since the slot
level PA shut-off is commonly deployed in modern wireless
communication networks, the cell discontinuous transmission
(DTX) technique to timely switch off the traffic channels
as well as the related PAs on a slot basis can significantly
prolong the sleeping periods, and therefore, is considered to
be an efficient approach for green radios [29]. Conventional
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cell DTX is realized by turning off PAs at signal-free slots as
shown in Figure 4. For example, in a normal LTE subframe
with 14 OFDM symbols, only four of them are used for
reference signals (RSs) and the remaining symbols can be
signal-free when the cell is idle. A more aggressive strategy is
to configure the normal LTE subframe into multicast broadcast
single frequency network (MBSFN) subframe, where only one
OFDM symbol is needed for RS transmission in each subframe
as shown in Figure 4. Through this backward compatible
solution, an additional three OFDM symbols can be utilized
for the PA shut-off. To further reduce the remaining RSs,
the extended cell DTX concept with no RS transmission has
been proposed in [54] as an energy saving feature. Since this
idea requires additional control signaling support from the
higher layers, it is not accepted by the 3GPP standard until the
“almost blank subframe (ABS)” configuration becomes part of
enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC) feature
in 3GPP LTE Release 10 [55].
To efficiently utilize the potential power saving gains from
cell DTX or extended cell DTX, a joint consideration with
power control and spatial domain adaptation is often required.
In [56], the proposed joint algorithm is able to reduce the
overall power consumption by a factor of 25% to 40% in a
single cell case compared with the separated schemes. For
multi-cell scenario, a joint macro cell muting using extended
cell DTX to improve user experiences according to user
mobility and traffic dynamics has been studied in [57].
C. Frequency Domain Strategy
Another straightforward approach to minimize the power
consumption of BS is to reduce the transmit power require-
ment, Po, through the bandwidth reduction technique in [29].
This type of energy saving is due to the following two reasons.
First, the radiated power generally scales with the bandwidth
requirement since the power spectral density is maintained
in the modern wireless systems. Second, smaller bandwidth
requires less reference signals, which further reduces the trans-
mit power budget. Intuitively, we can achieve the maximum
power saving gain through bandwidth reduction if the required
bandwidth can scale with the traffic load. However, it requires
control signaling support from the higher layers4 and cannot
be applied very frequently. Meanwhile, the power saving gain
is often compromised as the transmit power reduction may
result in a degradation of the normal PA efficiency.
To fully exploit the frequency domain power saving gain,
throughput and power requirements have been jointly consid-
ered in [1] in order to maximize the overall EE in frequency
selective channels. By allocating the amount of power accord-
ing to the throughput requirement as well as the responses of
subchannels in OFDM systems, the energy efficient link adap-
tation algorithm achieves more than 15% EE improvement.
A similar phenomenon has been observed in the multiuser
environment as well [26], [58], where a more sophisticated
4For example, a system bandwidth update message needs to be broadcasted
to all the terminals within the cell, when the bandwidth reduction happens.
8EE-SE tradeoff is evaluated under the priority and fairness
constraints.
In addition to making full utilization of available cellular
bands, another way is to explore additional spectrum, such
as millimeter wave (mmWave) or unlicensed bands. As the
expansion of extra bands is able to provide a linear capacity
boost with respect to the available bandwidth, the related
energy efficient schemes concentrate on providing low cost and
low power implementations. For example, as the wavelength of
a mmWave carrier is much smaller, a large number of antenna
elements are often equipped to achieve large array gains [47],
[48]. To reduce the implementation cost, 5GHz WiFi band
with LTE air interface is selected for LTE unlicensed (LTE-
U) application according to 3GPP Release 13 [23].
D. Engineering Aspects
Apart from the systematical power saving schemes, the
engineering consideration of implementing BSs is also critical
in green radios. Based on the BS power model (2), the PA
efficiency, ηPA, as well as the coupling losses, including
σfeed and σcool5, can be improved with engineering evo-
lution. To improve the PA efficiency, several advanced PA
architectures have been proposed. For example, the envelop-
tracking architecture has been developed in [59] for OFDM
systems by envelope elimination and restoration according to
the output power profiles, which achieves 30% PA efficiency
at 2.4 GHz band. To enlarge the maximum output power of
PAs, Doherty architecture, consisting a carrier amplifier for
low to medium output power region and a peak amplifier for
high output power region, has been widely applied in UMTS
and broadband OFDM systems [12]. As the corresponding
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of wide band signals is
relatively high, the input power level of Doherty PAs has to
be backed off in order to remain within the linear operating
region. To deal with the nonlinear distortion of the Doherty
PA, the digital predistortion (DPD) technique [60] is often
applied, which compensates the potential distortion through
the BB processing before the power amplification. Combining
the DPD technique with the Doherty architecture, the overall
PA efficiency can be improved by more than 50% according
to the latest literature [61].
To reduce the coupling loss of feeder and cooling systems,
an architectural breakthrough for BSs is to introduce the
separated BBU-RRU configuration [13] as shown in Figure 3,
where the RRU part is installed near radio antennas and
connected back to the BBU part through optical fibers. As the
traditional cable feeder from BS to tower-mounted antennas
incurs more than 3dB attenuation of wireless signals, the
separated architecture can shorten the distance between the
RRU and the antennas, which greatly reduces the feeder loss,
σfeed. In addition, as the RRU is equipped in the outdoor
environment, the extra cooling system for them is no longer
needed, as a result, the cooling loss, σcool, can be reduced
5The coupling losses of DC-DC converter (σDC ) and main supply are
less than 10% according to the current technology, which is much smaller
than σfeed and σcool. Therefore, the current green radio design focuses on
reducing the values of σfeed and σcool.
as well. A natural extension of the separated BBU-RRU
architecture is to stack the neighboring BBUs together to form
a BBU pool and share the information and signal processing
resources as well as the cooling systems, which is often
referred to as cloud RAN (C-RAN). Although the deployment
cost of optical fibers between the BBUs and the RRUs may
increase, the cost reduction from site rent and maintenance,
cooling systems, and BBU resources sharing will be more
significant. Moreover, by implementing the BBU function
into the general purpose computing platform and employing
a unified protocol in the BBU-RRU link, such as common
public radio interface (CPRI) [62], cooperative transmission
among different RRUs can be easily configured via centralized
processing and the power consumption can be further reduced
via statistical multiplexing of the BBU and the RRU pools.
Green radio techniques for RAN from different domains
can be combined together to achieve higher EE, for example
merging C-RAN and antennas switch-off using group sparse
beamforming [63], albeit some of them may conflict with
each other. Even if the detailed analysis regarding hybrid
solutions cannot be presented here, we summarize the main
characteristics of green radio RAN schemes in Table V.
V. ADVANCED GREEN TERMINALS
With the vision to connect everything through Internet, the
Internet of Things (IoT) communications are recognized as
a key player in future wireless networks. In addition to the
conventional passive communication or sensing capabilities
of traditional terminals, the newly defined “things”, including
smart meters, radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, or
even autonomous vehicles, require more intelligence through
efficient communications, computing, and storage. As the
large scale information exchange is necessary for various IoT
applications nowadays, green IoT [64] for advanced terminals
becomes essential to reduce the carbon footprints and the
greenhouse gas emissions.
A. D2D Communications
Most of IoT applications, including cooperative monitoring,
sensing, and decision require local information sharing among
different IoT devices. Since the conventional uplink-downlink
transmission via BSs consumes extra power over the air, direct
communications among adjacent devices, also known as D2D
communication [30]–[32], has been proposed as an energy
efficient solution for IoT networks and adopted in 3GPP D2D
proximity services [65]. With the additional D2D transmission
mode of advanced terminals, the related EE problems have
been investigated under the centralized coordination scenario
and the distributed sharing scenario.
Mode switching for D2D communications in cellular net-
works can be realized through the control plane signaling. In
order to maximize EE, a unified framework for EE evaluation
with mode switching has been developed in [66]. From [66],
the coexistence of D2D transmission and regular cellular trans-
mission with careful power management is more preferable for
EE improvement. In [67], a joint optimization of social and
physical networks for cooperative D2D transmission has been
9Table V
SUMMARY OF GREEN RADIOS FOR RADIO ACCESS NETWORKS.
Green Radio Schemes Domain Related Parameters Power Saving Gains Standard Impacts
RF Chain Switch-off Spatial NTX High No
Hybrid Precoder Spatial NTX Medium to High No
Cell Switch-off Spatial NTX High No
Cell DTX & MBSFN Time Psleep Medium No
Extended Cell DTX Time Psleep Medium to High Yes (ABS)
Bandwidth Reduction Frequency Po Low No
Energy Efficient Scheduling Frequency Po Low No
mmWave and Unlicensed bands Frequency Po Low to Medium Yes (mmWave, LTE-U)
Advance PA Architecture Engineering ηPA High No
BBU RRU Separation Engineering σfeed, σcool High No
C-RAN Engineering PBB , σcool Medium Yes (CPRI)
D2D 
Communications
V2V 
Communications
BS1 BS2
Efficient Routing
Industrial IoT
Interference 
Management
Mode 
Switching
Renewable Energy
IoT with Energy 
Harvesting
Smart Grid
Figure 5. An overview of green radios for IoT scenarios, including device-
to-device, vehicle-to-vehicle, and other types of machine-to-machine commu-
nication systems.
studied. By exploiting the social trust and social reciprocity,
the network EE can be further improved.
The centralized coordination often involves significant sig-
naling overhead for system information sharing, such as
channel state information, which motivates us to consider the
distributed sharing scenario. For instance, a reverse iterative
combinatorial auction game is formulated to handle the EE
maximization problem for the downlink D2D communication
scenario in [68] and a nontransferable coalition game is
applied for the uplink case in [69]. Both of the above two
schemes utilize the game theoretic formulation to reduce the
information exchange requirements and show significant EE
improvement.
B. Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications
Although the green radio technologies developed in D2D
communications can be extended to vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communications as shown in Figure 5, there are still several
challenges to improve EE in this case.
• The high mobility of vehicles makes the D2D mode
switching strategy difficult to implement in the V2V
scenario.
• To guarantee the low latency and high reliability require-
ment for V2V communications, other energy efficient
schemes in both centralized and distributed coordination
scenarios with higher computational complexity may not
be applicable.
• As the handover processes frequently happen in V2V
communications, the redundant packet forwarding and
retransmission cause additional performance loss in EE.
With the above understanding, the feasibility of using D2D
communications for V2V transmission have been investigated
in [70]. From [70], distributed interference control and predic-
tive resource allocation are necessary to improve EE in V2V
communications.
Despite of the fact that high mobility of vehicles in-
curs design challenges in green radio areas, several unique
characteristics in V2V communications can be explored. A
typical example is that as vehicles can only operate on the
roads, the prediction of terminal movement and potential V2V
transmission is much easier, which facilitates more reliable
energy efficient resource allocation for green cities [71].
C. IoT Communications with Renewable Energy
Another important breakthrough for green IoT is to incorpo-
rate the renewable energy, which combines energy harvesting,
buffering, and consuming as an integrated form as shown in
Figure 6. The corresponding power models, as shown in [72],
include a new component called power manager to balance
the harvested energy and the consumed energy. Since the
renewability is often unpredictable at the terminal side, an
energy efficient protocol to communicate with the renewable
energy source will be desirable [38]. For example, a low power
wake-up radio is equipped to monitor the environment and
activates regular transceiver chains when renewable energy
sources are detected. A more attractive approach to combine
the energy harvesting behavior with social networking char-
acteristics has been proposed in [19], where the interactions
among the social domain, the device domain, and the energy
domain are emphasized and utilized for EE improvement.
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Figure 6. An illustration of green IoT with renewable energy.
To make the renewable energy source more reliable and
predictable, a dedicated source for energy harvesting, also
known as wireless power transfer, has been proposed in [73]
and commonly adopted in the state-of-the-art commercial
smartphones, such as iPhone X. Although the dedicated energy
source needs to modify the infrastructure, it can cooperatively
communicate with the energy harvesting terminals and deliver
the corresponding energies whenever necessary. Meanwhile, if
the BS is equipped with multiple antennas, the wireless power
transfer process is able to combine with the wireless informa-
tion transmission, which brings significant EE improvement
as shown in [74].
As summarized in [75], in addition to energy harvesting
protocol and receiver design, the deployment of dedicated
energy sources, the multi-path energy routing, and the efficient
scheduling mechanisms to guarantee coverage and service
quality are crucial for the EE improvement for IoT communi-
cations with energy harvesting.
D. Other Types of IoT Communications
Other types of energy efficient IoT communications usually
identify the unique challenges in some specific application
areas. The smart grid aims to bring intelligence to the
conventional energy distribution and control system, which
is often regarded as a paradigm shift for efficient energy
utilization. To deal with the potential energy issues in remote
monitoring, controlling, and optimization for the smart grid,
IoT technology decomposes the associated tasks into several
decentralized control procedures via energy efficient peer-to-
peer communications [76]. Industrial IoT (IIoT) is another
example, where the design challenge is the organization and
interactions of the densely deployed sensor nodes. To address
this issue, a three layer nodes control framework has been
proposed in [77] to balance the sensing requirement and the
controllable sleep mode scheduling, which can reduce the
overall energy consumption by half. To expand the coverage
of IoT communication for large scale sensing tasks, several
narrow band technologies, such as narrow band IoT (NB-
IoT) [78] and low power wide area (LPWA) [79], have
been proposed to maintain the total energy consumption. In
Table VI, we summarize the green radio schemes for advanced
green terminals.
The above energy efficient solutions for advanced terminals,
by no means complete, provide some guidance for designing
green IoT technologies. However, there are still several im-
portant issues to be addressed in the near future.
• The definition of EE for IoT networks needs to be reinves-
tigated, especially when the harvested energy and the con-
trol signaling of massive IoT devices in the standby/sleep
modes are taken into consideration. Meanwhile, the pro-
cessing needed for running energy harvesting protocols
may itself consume too much energy and the processors
needed may be more expensive than what IoT promises.
• The interference prediction and management for D2D
communication links are challenging as well and the
distributed interference coordination is desired.
• The joint optimization for various IoT applications by
adapting heterogeneous communication protocols, includ-
ing cellular, WiFi, or even ZigBee/bluetooth, is another
promising direction in the green IoT design.
• Energy efficient schemes for mission critical IoT applica-
tions, such as ultra reliable low latency transmission for
V2V communications, are yet to be investigated based on
the existing literature.
VI. FUTURE GREEN NETWORKS
The primary design goal of future network architectures
is to offer ubiquitous and sufficient amount of wireless data
services with guaranteed quality. To fulfill the aforementioned
divergent requirements of future wireless communications and
support new types of IoT devices, future networks should
incorporate heterogenous network configurations and future
radio access technology evolution, where the software defined
network (SDN) as well as the network function virtualization
(NFV) are the key enablers. Meanwhile, to reduce the round
trip delay in URLLC and mMTC scenarios, mobile edge
computing (MEC) is often utilized to offload mission critical
applications and provide efficient localized services. With
the above techniques for future network architectures, energy
efficient design is necessary for sustainable network operation,
especially when massive number of antennas or cells are
deployed.
A. Network Virtualization
The network virtualization technologies, including the
aforementioned SDN and NFV, are built on top of some
common infrastructure (such as servers). The entire power
consumption of virtualized networks is usually higher than
the traditional RAN architecture, as additional control and
configuration processes are required to accommodate the flex-
ibility. However, the network virtualization facilitates several
important features that may allow more aggressive design
for green radios. For example, the separation of control and
data planes is often regarded as one of the most important
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Table VI
SUMMARY OF GREEN RADIOS FOR ADVANCED GREEN TERMINALS.
Type of Communications Green Radio Schemes Reference
D2D mode switching between D2D transmission and regular cellular transmission [66]
D2D centralized coordination information exchange reduction [68], [69]
V2V distributed interference control and predictive resource allocation [70]
V2V energy efficient resource allocation with the infrastructure (road) constraint [71]
IoT w. Renewable Energy energy harvesting schemes, efficient deployment, routing and scheduling [44], [45]
Others energy efficient peer-to-peer communication, NB-IoT, and LPWA [76]–[79]
features for SDN, which can be applied to design functionality
separated green mobile networks [80]. A similar concept can
be extended to energy plane to deal with the renewable energy
entities as well, where an software defined approach to manage
the energy routing network and the hierarchical energy control
architecture can provide significant EE improvement from
[81]. Another important feature for the network virtualization
is the locally centralized control, through which the energy
efficient traffic prediction and management is possible. By
dynamically programming the network functions and routing
protocols according to the varying traffic profiles, substantial
energy saving gain can be realized [82].
Proper placement of the network virtualization entities, in-
cluding SDN controllers, SDN switches, and other end devices
is another potential degree of freedom for green radio design
although it still suffers from the scalability issue as well as the
interconnection issue with legacy networks. A mathematical
model to incorporate the traffic requirements and the location
of virtualization entities has been developed in [83] while the
energy efficient placement is still open.
B. MEC
A promising future network architecture to partially address
the scalability issue of massive wireless devices is to utilize
the MEC framework, where the data requests from mobile
terminals are offload to local MEC servers rather than core
networks. With the aid of MEC, the information process-
ing and exchange are mainly performed at the edge nodes.
Hence, the corresponding transmission energy can be saved
as the frequent intercommunication with core networks is
unnecessary. To minimize the energy consumption of MEC on
top of that, efficient traffic offloading and rerouting schemes
are usually regarded as valuable solutions. For instance, the
multiple access nature of wireless communications has been
exploited in [84], where the energy minimized computing
task offloading schemes have been developed to improve
EE in 5G heterogeneous networks. The extension to jointly
utilize communication and computation budgets for energy
efficient design has been proposed in [85], where a threshold-
based offloading strategy is proved to be optimal in terms
of weighted energy minimization. Furthermore, depending
on different applications, such as augmented reality [86] or
vehicular services [87], the above schemes are tailored to
improve the EE performance under specific QoS constraints
at the edge nodes.
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Figure 7. An overview of energy efficient architectures for future networks.
Despite of the energy efficient task offloading and resource
scheduling, it is also worthwhile to note that green radios can
be achieved via proper deployment of MEC. As the tradeoff
relation between the number of mobile edge nodes and the
improved EE performance is still unknown, the energy effi-
cient MEC deployment policy design still suffers from limited
scientific guidance, which we believe will attract significant
research attentions in the near future.
C. Joint BB and RF Design
With more complicated network architecture and additional
reconfigurability requirements to satisfy software defined prop-
erty, the implementation of future networks faces greater
challenges on the power consumption. As a novel approach
to deal with this issue, the wireless designers start to consider
the characteristics of RF components in the original system
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design and improve the implementation efficiency via joint
BB and RF processing [88]. A successful practice in massive
MIMO design is to reduce the resolution level of analog-to-
digital converters (ADCs), for uplink detection as shown in
[89], where one bit quantization for real and imaginary parts
of received signals provides sufficient detection accuracy with
only 1-3 dB SNR loss. In [90], the concept of low-resolution
quantization has been extended to mixed ADC structure and
the resolutions of ADCs are dynamically configured accord-
ing to the BB processing requirement. In addition to the
resolutions of ADCs, various parameters of RF components,
such as the supply voltage and the bias voltage, can be
adjusted to reduce the power consumption based on the traffic
analysis in the BB processing. In Figure 8, we summarize
the tunable parameters in the current RF chains, which can
be jointly optimized with more intelligent control in the BB
implementation.
D. Cognitive Radio and Network Intelligence
The last promising area to impact future energy efficient
communications is to explore the cognitive dimension as
summarized in [91]. As the cognitive technique includes a
complete learning cycle of sensing, planning, deciding, and
acting, it can be fully utilized to improve the system EE from
different layers. In the NET and the above layers, the cognitive
concept has been used to facilitate interactions with real-time
varying traffic and energy sources, such as dynamic traffic
offloading [92] and smart grid powered wireless networks [93].
Meanwhile, this type of operations will further allow some
high-power core network entities to go to sleep when the
network traffic can be maintained through some low-power
devices [91]. In the MAC and PHY layers, the cognitive func-
tionality has been proposed to incorporate with the traditional
resource allocation schemes in both heterogeneous networks
[94] and cooperative transmission [95] environments.
In addition to the conventional cognitive radio schemes, the
machine learning concept has also been applied to improve
the network intelligence recently. As summarized in [96],
machine learning can be widely adopted the next generation
wireless network design. For example, the supervised learning
with regression models can be applied to estimate or predict
the handover behaviors to dynamically switch-off cells for
energy saving [97], and the unsupervised learning, such as
K-means clustering, is a powerful tool to utilize the network
cooperation for energy efficient heterogenous networks [98].
To provide more accurate decision making for energy efficient
applications, reinforcement learning has been widely used for
energy harvesting related problems, such as in [99]. On top
of that, a transfer actor-critic learning framework has been
propose in [100], where the transferable learning expertise in
historical periods or neighboring regions can be utilized to
improve the current network energy saving strategy.
Nevertheless, green radios for future networks require more
intelligence from all the possible layers [101]. Although the
above energy efficient schemes cover several layers in the
wireless communication networks, the end-to-end framework
[102] with sufficient network intelligence is still open. With
more powerful tools, such as machine learning, we believe
future networks shall be capable of supporting advanced green
features through self-learning, self-adapting, and self-evolving.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have summarized the achievements in
green radios in its first 20 years, including terminal and RAN
sides. Rather than only emphasizing the theoretical results of
energy efficient communications, green radio technologies in
the engineering aspects with significant EE saving gain are
discussed as well. Based on the investigation of green radios
in the first 20 years, we believe future green radio technolo-
gies will continue to evolve in the next decades, including
energy efficient schemes with new scenarios (e.g., URLLC and
mMTC), new optimization framework (e.g., machine learning
based optimization tools), and new hardware dynamics (e.g.,
BB and RF characteristics). Nevertheless, green radio schemes
in the first 20 years have provided a fundamental basis for
designing future energy efficient wireless networks.
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